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BOOK SYNOPSIS
Three full-length vampire novels and a bonus novella from four Top Authors in the
genre. Dark Secrets by AM Hudson Lost in the struggle to find happiness again after
losing her family and moving to a new country, Ara befriends the oddly alluring
David Knight. Torn between the love of a childhood friend and the deep connection
thats forming with David, she will be asked to make a decision about their
relationship before shes even ready to admit her feelings. But a cruel stranger
enters her life on the night of the town masquerade and forces her hand, taking
away what little innocence Ara had left. Token Huntress by Kia Carrington-Russell
The sun’s light dimmed many centuries before; now in the year of 2,341 rampant
vampires now stalk their victims in a half-lit world. Humanity has been overtaken by
a new society: one comprised of vampires, the supernatural beings that hunt them,
and the remaining humans they fight over. The laws and rules that once bound our
world have long since been lost. Now, the Hunter Guild struggle to stay one step
ahead of the Vampire Council. Esmore, Token Huntress, has exceeded all
expectations at only 18 years of age. She is fearless leader to her team, and she is
relentless in her pursuit of the enemy. There is only one problem: Esmore is
struggling to repress the growing darkness that seduces her from within. Esmore
takes another step into the darkness when she encounters a teasing, tantalizing -utterly unignorable -- vampire. The lines between right and wrong are blurred
further as Esmore gives into her temptation, and her reality becomes deliciously
tainted both with evil and with lust. This Blood (The Grace Allen Series) by Alisha
Basso When Grace Allen discovers a valuable ring in a gutter, she thinks it’s her
lucky day, but, fate has other ideas. Now, Grace finds herself not only the keeper of
tremendous power, but the only person in the world able to wield it. Seth McPhee is
a monster on the hunt and his prey has never been more seductive. While Graces
powers will ensure his leadership in the underworld, her beauty will make her
captivity a pleasure. Rushing to the rescue is Lucian, a man who is more than he
seems. Will he prove to be the white knight that he claims, or is he just another
beautiful monster? Battling fantastic creatures as well as her raging libido, Grace’s
resolve is tested. Will she succumb to a life of lavish entrapment, or escape for an
uncertain freedom? Lauras Locket by Tima Maria Lacoba What would you do if you
met the man of your dreams, who came to you only at night and promised you love
everlasting? Eighteen-year-old Laura Dantonville meets handsome and mysterious
Philippe in while on holiday in Italy, completely unaware of her own destiny and the
part Philippe will play in it.
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